Suzuki xl7 2002 parts

All but the base model are offered with Read more A 3. The engine is designed for long
maintenance intervals. It's also especially smooth, due to a double-isolated cradle system. The
base model comes only with front-wheel drive, but all other models are available with a choice
of front- or all-wheel drive. The all-wheel drive system uses a rear differential module to help
send up to 50 percent of engine power to the rear wheels only when needed after front wheel
slippage. Anti-lock brakes with electronic brakeforce distribution EBD are standard across the
line, along with an electronic stability control system, which helps prevent the loss of control in
a sudden evasive maneuver or on an especially slippery roadway. Rollover-sensing side curtain
air bags and seat-mounted side air bags are also included. A 4-wheel independent suspension
also helps provide a smooth ride and very carlike handling. Seven-passenger models get
Nivomat load-leveling shocks to maintain comfort and safety. Due to the independent rear
suspension, the XL7 has an unusually low, flat load floor, which also allows a more spacious
third row than is typical for a vehicle this size. The front passenger seat also folds flat to allow
especially long items such as surfboards or kayaks. All seven-passenger models also get
underfloor storage and an auxiliary rear air conditioning system with separate fan controls.
Standard features on the base model include remote keyless entry, tilt steering, cruise control,
roof rails, alloy wheels, automatic climate control, power windows, locks and mirrors, and a
6-speaker CD sound system. At the top of the line, the Limited brings chrome-finished wheels,
fog lamps, silver-colored roof rack rails, a rear spoiler, remote engine start, and a Pioneer
premium sound system with seven speakers. The remote start system that's now standard on
the Limited not only turns on the engine from up to 60 yards away but also turns on the
climate-control system and, when temperatures are below 41 degrees Fahrenheit, turns on the
seat heater. A touch-screen navigation system and DVD entertainment systems are among the
few options. The Suzuki XL7 comes with Americas number one warranty. Suzuki XL About This
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on, trade it in, give it a second life. For more information go to Though the Japanese
manufacturer has made a name for itself making SUVs and trucks of differing sizes and
configurations, it's really hard to tell one from the other. The one thing that makes the XL-7
stand out is that it is the last Suzuki to sport three rows of seating on the inside. When it first
came out in , the Suzuki XL-7 held the distinction for being the most affordable SUV-with
three-row seating available-in North America. That led to over 20, units sold in that same year.
Those two facts led to it bagging Consumer's Digest 's Best Buy award-which in turn pushed
rival manufacturers to step up their game! Another trait of the American-market Suzuki XL-7s
was that it was available with 5-speed manual transmission-in both 5-person and 7-person
variants. Normally, in markets outside the US, Suzuki shifts-no pun intended-to full automatic.
Around , Suzuki released a reinvention of the XL It did so in conjunction with General Motors.
This overhaul meant that it had a lof of things in common with many of GM's SUVs-built on the
Theta platform-than its Japanese contemporaries. This tough and dangerous race along Pikes
Peak Highway in Colorado normally features heavily modified cars. Remember that the XL-7 is
an SUV; but it still was given modifications like most racing cars would have. Therefore it

sported a huge and awkward-looking spoiler in the back. In the last years of every vehicle's run,
one can expect a dip in the production numbers-after all, the models are likely to be replaced
the next year. The dip for the last year of the Suzuki XL-7 is noteworthy though. The year before
it was discontinued, over 12, units were still rolling off the line. In , when the 8-year production
run came to an end, Suzuki produced only a total of-wait for it- four units. It hit the market with
subtle-but nonetheless great-features that made it a hit in the United States. With the exception
of some crazy highlights-they slapped a spoiler on to it and made it race uphill-it was an
underappreciated performer. Yet, as "top complaints" were sought out for this article, it was
actually rather difficult to find anything negative to say about it at all! No ride is ever truly
perfect, however. So-rare as they might actually be-here are the top two most commonly
griped-about thigns you need to know about the Suzuki XL While again very rare, it has been
reported that the engine tends to abruptly cut out on the Suzuki XL-7 at around 70,, miles. It has
never happened in high speed which means that no accidents or untoward incidents have been
blamed on the problem. However, it has caused a great deal of inconvenience for the few
consumers who have had it happen to them. There were no recalls issued to address the
problem owing to the fact that there are not too many instances reported. It has been
discovered that excessive build up of sludge on the oil pick up at the bottom of the oil pan is the
common source of the fault. A replacement of the filter as a whole has proven to be the best
solution, and many aftermarket brands are available at affordable prices. Again, the problem lies
with the release of the Suzuki XL This is far more prevalent than the problem mentioned above
and no less inconvenient. What happens is that the power steering slowly becomes sluggish if
not entirely unresponsive-in some cases it requires an excessive amount of force to even
initiate a turn. Once again, it bears noting that the problem manifests at around 70,, miles of
service life. No recall orders issued but several dealers in different states have offered a
replacement of the steering gear box. There are alternatives to the OE gear box on the
aftermarket which are far more affordable. One of the worst things that can happen to your
Suzuki XL-7 is to experience engine overheating while you are stuck in traffic on a hot day. This
usually happens when there's a leak in your SUV's cooling system, the vehicle uses the wrong
coolant and water mixture, or there's a faulty radiator. But do you know that in spite of these
issues, there are ways that you can do to prevent your engine from overheating if you're stuck
in traffic? Here are some useful tips to show you how:. You can decrease the chance of your
engine overheating by turning off the air-conditioner and turning on the heater. And when you
turn on the heater, you also get to do your engine a favor as this helps transfer the heat from
the engine to the interior of your SUV. You can also open the windows and have the vents
pointed towards them in order to take the heat out of your XL If your SUV is unable to move for
a long time, shift to neutral or park and gently step on the gas to rev the engine. Revving the
engine can increase the speed of its fan and water pump in order to draw more air and liquid
from the radiator. By improving the circulation of air and liquid, you can decrease the
temperature of your engine. When traffic is simply stopping and going for a long time, let your
vehicle crawl slowly instead of moving up at once and braking repeatedly every time the vehicle
in front of you moves. Doing so helps you decrease the amount of brake drag on your SUV,
which often causes your engine to work hard and eventually overheat. So when traffic is slow,
might as well move forward only when the gap between you and the vehicle in front of you
becomes as big as your vehicle. Following the guidelines listed above should help you prevent
your Suzuki XL-7 from overheating while you are stuck in traffic. Remember, park your car when
you think your engine's temperature is about to reach a critical level. You see, it is always better
to wait out the traffic than to worry about damaging your vehicle. Also, it pays to bring an
emergency kit in case the temperature of your SUV's engine goes up during a long trip. This kit
should include a coolant that is compatible with your vehicle, a large jug of water, and some
essential tools like a Philips and flat head screw driver, pliers, and flashlight to help you when
your SUV overheats in the middle of nowhere. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
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Part Number: S Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
H Part Number: RC Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Suzuki XL-7 Customer Reviews. Jan 30,
Timing cover seals. All seals and gaskets worked well. Timm Childress. Purchased on Jan 14,
Jun 09, Perfect fit and good quality. Pablo Mojica. Purchased on May 26, Perfect fir. Good
product. Suzuki XL-7 Guides. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. For more information go to Choose from our vast selection of Suzuki XL7 parts and
accessories to keep your vehicle in tip top shape. Whether you're looking for the best
performance car parts and accessories to upgrade your ride or searching for compatible
replacement parts to use on your DIY vehicle repair project, CarParts. When Suzuki first came
out with the XL7, it was a fairly new concept to add a third row for seven-passenger seating in a
smaller SUV. Eventually, this concept was used by other smaller SUVs in the market. The
first-generation XL7 was designed as an extended-wheelbase version of the Grand Vitara. Its
third-row seat, although a neat concept, was a bit cramped. Aside from the limited cabin space,
the earlier Suzuki XL7 failed to put together a more sophisticated interior. Fortunately, the
second generation XL7, a longer Suzuki SUV that looked much better than the old model, was
released to make up for some of flaws in design and execution. The newer XL7 had better ride
quality and ran more smoothly. It had a more comfortable passenger cabin and a more powerful
V6 engine. But despite the redesigns and revisions, the XL7 was rolled out only until Production
of the XL-7 started in It was powered by a 2. In , engine power was increased to hp. Antilock
brakes also became an optional feature. Although the third-row seat was a neat feature, the XL-7
had a limited cargo space. The mechanism used for unfolding the third-row seat was also a bit
fussy. The second-generation Suzuki XL7 hyphen was later dropped was unveiled in and was
built as a model. It still had the third-row seat from the first XL The model had a chrome slotted
grille and trapezoidal headlights. It was designed as a mid-size crossover that can seat up to
seven passengers. The unibody chassis of the XL7 allowed greater performance for the
crossover SUV, with car-like ride quality and bett
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er reflexes. Handling and maneuverability was also good. However, other SUVs in the same
segment provided more in terms of ride quality and steering. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh
to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
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